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After several centuries of development, the creation of accordion compositions in 
China is becoming more and more mature. These compositions are all created on the 
basis of varied features of ethnic groups in China, reflecting the different personalities 
and spiritual outlooks of peoples from different regions. Among these compositions, 
the accordion compositions themed on Sourhern Fujian’s features can be found. 
Studying accordion compositions with different ethnic feature not only helps the 
students have a better understanding of the features of ethnic and regional music, but 
also provides an opportunity for people to learn from the previous compositions so 
that to create better pieces of work with striking ethnic and regional features. The 
musical culture of Southern Fujian is one of the well preserved musical culture which 
have been passed down through history, with a high research value. Only to research 
on the musical culture of Southern Fujian combining the creation of accordion 
compositions, can there be more excellent composers who can create better accordion 
compositions with features of Southern Fujian in the future, which will promote the 
development of both Southern Fujian music and creation of accordion compositions. 
To have a better understanding of the elements of Southern Fujian in the accordion 
compositions, such as the geographical position of Southern Fujian, the historical 
background, the costume culture and the music of Southern Fujian, is helpful for the 
performers in grasping the performing skills of the accordion compositions with 
features of Southern Fujian, and can also give a deeper understanding of Southern 
Fujian culture to the audiences. It has a significant meaning in promoting the creation 
of accordion compositions with regional features. Accordion compositions –Thoughts 
of Southern Fujian, Fishermen’s Variations and Returning has brought in many 
Southern Fujian features in the creation of Random Thoughts on Southern Fujian. 
This paper analyzes and summarizes the Southern Fujian elements in contemporary 
accordion compositions through three parts: the development of original creation of 
accordion compositions in China, research on the creation of accordion compositions 
combining Southern Fujian culture, and the analysis on the Southern Fujian elements 
in specific accordion compositions.  
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